
 

 

AS and A-level Music (for first teaching in 2016)  
 
This document provides an overview of the drafts submitted to Ofqual for the 
new AS and A-level Music qualifications.  We have produced an overview to help 
you start thinking about which awarding organisation’s new specification these 
qualifications for Music will best suit your students and educational setting.  We 
will be updating this comparison when the final documents are published  
 
The AS level and A-level are two separate, stand-alone qualifications as they are 
now required to be ‘de-coupled’; however, most of the awarding bodies have 
designed them so that they can both be taught to the AS and A-level classes 
simultaneously and thus are organised as a ‘co-teachable’ structure.  Both 
courses are examinable at the end of the course of study.  Wherever possible, the 
relationship between the AS and A-level courses has been shown.   
 
Theoretically, these qualifications are open to musicians from all backgrounds 
and, to a greater or lesser extent, provide opportunities to explore their own 
musical interests.  They build upon music study at Key Stage 4, although it is 
pointed out that no prior knowledge of the subject is required.    
 
Grades awarded will be A to E, as at present.  This is different to the new GCSE 
qualifications – these will be graded 1 to 9.   
 
Whilst some awarding bodies organise the structure in different ways, in essence 
the marks awarded come from three ‘components’: performing, composing and a 
listening/ appraising/written examination.   
 
AS level weightings for all awarding bodies  
Component Weighting 

AS level 
Assessment 

Performance  30% 
Externally assessed, 
non-exam component 

Composition 30% 
Externally assessed, 
non-exam component 

‘Testing’ pupils’ knowledge and 
understanding of music and their ability to 
listen to, write about and appraise / 
evaluate music through a terminal 
examination  

40% 
Externally assessed 
examination 

 
 
A level weightings for all awarding bodies 
 Composition Performance Appraising/ 

listening/written 
exam 

AQA 25% 35% 40% 
Edexcel (Pearson) 30% 30% 40% 
OCR 25%-35% 25%-35% 40% 
WJEC (Eduqas) 25%-35% 25%-35% 40% 



 

 

Areas of study 
In line with Ofqual and DfE requirements, each awarding body has selected a 
minimum choice of four areas of study, not all areas of study are compulsory 
except within the Edexcel specifications.  Some awarding bodies allow a choice in 
relation to areas of study.  An additional Ofqual/DfE requirement is that at least 
one compulsory area of study relates to the Western Classical tradition from 
1650 to 1910.  This is therefore included in every specification.   
 
The areas of study are used in a variety of ways by the awarding bodies.  The 
commonality is that all ‘examine’ the areas of study through the written / 
listening / appraising examination, taken at the end of the course.  Some of the 
awarding bodies specify ‘set’ or ‘prescribed’ works’; others suggest a list of 
recommended listening / study or a combination of both.  
 
Some awarding bodies expect the composing or performing elements to be 
related to the areas of study, for example through the choice of composing briefs 
offered or through the works performed being related to a specific area of study.   
 
A list of set/prescribed works and the areas of study is given below.  The 
organisation of these varies greatly, with one awarding bodies being far more 
prescriptive about these, whereas others offer a combination of set works and 
suggested listening.   
 
There is an additional DfE requirement that not all examples examined are from 
prescribed works, therefore ‘unfamiliar’ works from a broader range of 
examples will form part of every examination regardless of the awarding 
organisation setting the examination.   
 



 

 

Proposed areas of Study and set (prescribed) works AS level and A  
(A level builds upon AS level set works and areas of study) 
 

AQA Area of study AS level set work 2017 exam ADDITIONAL SET WORKS FOR A LEVEL 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AoS1 is 

compulsory 

for AS and 

A level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AS level 

choose ONE 

other AoS 

from AoS2-

AoS7 

 

 

AoS1: Western classical 
tradition 1650–1910 
(compulsory) 

Baroque – the solo concerto 
 Purcell - Sonata for Trumpet and Strings in D major 

Z.850 
 Vivaldi - Flute Concerto in D Il Gardellino op.10 no.3 

RV428 
 Bach - Violin Concerto in A minor BWV1041 
 

OR 
 

The Operas of Mozart 
Le Nozze di Figaro k.492: Act 1, focusing on: 
• No.1 Duettino (Figaro and Susanna, including 

following recitative) 
• No.3 Cavatina (Figaro, including the previous 

recitative) 
• No.4 Aria (Bartolo) 
• No.5 Duettino (Susanna & Marcellina) 
• No.6 Aria (Cherubino). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Baroque the solo concerto– Complete concerti as 
listed for AS level study 
 

AND 
 

Operas of Mozart 
As listed from Le Nozzi di Figaro, plus: 
 

- No.7 Terzetto (Susanna, Basilio, Count) 
• No.9 Aria (Figaro). 
 

AND 
Romantic: the piano music of Chopin, Brahms and 
Grieg. 
 
Romantic: the piano music of Chopin, Brahms and 
Grieg. 
 
Chopin:  
• Ballade no.2 in F major op. 38 
• Nocturne in E minor op.72 no.1 
 
Brahms: 
• Intermezzo in A major op.118.no. 2 
• Ballade in G minor op.118 no. 3 
 
Grieg: 

- Norwegian march op.54 no. 2 
- • Notturno op.54 no. 4 

 
 
 

AoS2: Pop music 
 

Named artists: 
• Stevie Wonder 
• Joni Mitchell 
• Muse 
• Beyoncé 
• Daft Punk 
• Labrinth 

As AS level 



 

 

A level 

choose 

TWO other 

AoS from 

AOS2- 

AoS7 

AoS3: Music for media 
 

Named composers:  
 Bernard Herrmann 
 Hans Zimmer 
 Michael Giacchino 
 Thomas Newman 
 Nobuo Uematsu 

As AS level 

AoS4: Music for theatre 

Name composers: 
 Kurt Weill 
 Richard Rodgers 
 Stephen Sondheim 
 Claude-Michel Schönberg 
 Jason Robert Brown 

As AS level 

AoS5:  Jazz 

Named artists: 
 Louis Armstrong 
 Duke Ellington 
 Charlie Parker 
 Miles Davis 
 Pat Metheny 
 Gwilym Simcock 

As AS level 

AoS6: Contemporary 
traditional music 

Named artists: 
 Astor Piazzolla 
 Toumani Diabate 
 Anoushka Shankar 
 Mariza 

 
 
• Bellowhead 

As AS level 

AoS7: Art music since 1910 

Named composers: 
 Dmitri Shostakovich 
 Olivier Messiaen 
 Steve Reich 
 James MacMillan 

 
 

As AS level 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Edexcel Area of study AS level set work 2017 exam ADDITIONAL SET WORKS FOR A 
LEVEL 2018 

 All areas 

of study are 

compulsory 

for Edexcel 

AS and A 

level 

Vocal Music 
J. S. Bach, Cantata, Ein 
feste Burg 

Mozart, The Magic 
Flute 
 

Vaughan Williams, On Wenlock Edge 

Instrumental Music 
Vivaldi, Concerto in D 
minor, Op. 3 No. 11 

Brahms, Clarinet 
Quintet, Op. 115 

Berlioz, Symphonie Fantastique 

Music for Film 
Bernard Herrmann, 
Psycho 

Klaus Badelt and 
Hans Zimmer, 
Pirates of the 
Caribbean - The 
Curse of the Black 
Pearl 

Danny Elfman, Batman Returns 

Popular music and Jazz Beatles – Revolver 
Courtney Pine – 
Back in the Day 

David Bowie - Low 

Fusions Debussy, ‘Estampes’ 

Cubanismo: 
‘Descargo de Hoy’  
 
Astrud Gilberto and 
Stan Getz: The Girl 
from Ipanema 

A. R. Rahman, ‘Jai ho’ (‘You are my 
destiny’) and Punjabi MC, ‘Mudian to 
Back Ke’ 

New Directions 
Cage, Three Dances for 
two prepared pianos 

Britten, War 
Requiem 

Schoenberg, Two piano pieces 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

OCR 
Area of study AS level set work 2017 exam SET WORKS FOR A LEVEL 2018 (note 

these are not additional to AS level) 

Prescribed 

works 

change 

annually 

 

Choose 
one or 
more of 
AOS3 to 
AOS6 for 
AS study  
 
Choose 
two or 
more of 
AOS3 to 
AOS6 for A 
level 

AoS1 - Instrumental 
music of Haydn, Mozart 
and Beethoven 
COMPULSORY 

Mozart: Clarinet Concerto in A, K. 622, 1st 
movement 

Beethoven: Symphony no. 3 in E Flat Op. 
55, ‘Eroica’, 1st movement 

AoS2 - Popular song – 
Blues, Jazz, Swing and 
Big Band 
COMPULSORY 

Sammy Davis Jr.: Greatest Hits Live – (i) Mr 
Bojangles, (ii) What kind of fool am I?, (iii) 
The Birth of the Blues  

Ella Fitzgerald: The Cole Porter songbook 
Bk 1 – (i) Anything goes, (ii) Too darn hot, 
(iii) Let’s do it, (iv) Every time we say 
goodbye 
 
 

AoS3 - Developments in 
Instrumental Jazz 1910 
to present day 
 

Duke Ellington: Never No Lament: The 
Blanton-Webster Band - (i) Ko- ko, (Take 2), 
(ii) Concerto for Cootie, (iii) Harlem Airshift.   
Related background: early jazz and swing 

Suggested repertoire, not prescribed 
works. 

AoS4 - Religious music of 
Bach, Purcell and Handel 
 

J.S. Bach Cantata no. 140.  Watchet Auf 
Related background: Luther and Catholic 
Germany 

Suggested repertoire, not prescribed 
works. 

AoS 5 - Programme 
Music 1820 to 1910 

Mendelssohn: Hebrides overture Fingal’s Cave Suggested repertoire, not prescribed 
works. 

AoS6 – Innovations in 
music 1900 to the 
present day 

Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring, part I  
Related background: Late romantic 

Suggested repertoire, not prescribed 
works. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

WJEC 

Eduqas 
Area of study AS level set work for 2017 exam A level set work for 2018 exam 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Choose one 
area of 
study from 
this list of 
2,3 or 4 for 
AS level 
music and 
one for A 
level music 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Choose one 

additional 

area of 

study from 

this list of 

AoS 5 or 6 

for A level 

music.   

AoS1: The Western Classical 
Tradition (The Development 
of the Symphony 1750-1830)  
COMPULSORY AoS for AS level 
and A level 

Choice of one set work from: 
Haydn: Symphony No. 104 in D major,  
'London', movements 1 and 2 

OR 
Mendelssohn: Symphony No. 4 in A major,  
'Italian', movements 1 and 2 

Choose one set work for detailed analysis and 
one for general study: 
 
Haydn: Symphony No. 104 in D major, 'London' 
 
Mendelssohn: Symphony No. 4 in A major, 'Italian' 

AoS2: Rock and Pop  
1960-1990 

 Pop 
 Rock (incl. progressive rock, heavy metal, folk 

rock and punk rock) 
 Soul 
 Funk (incl. disco) 

 

 As AS level.  There are no prescribed works for 
these areas of study.   

However, there are set composers / genres within 
each category.    

AoS3: Musical Theatre 

 Richard Rogers 
 Leonard Bernstein 
 Stephen Sondheim 
 Claude-Michel Schonberg  
 Andrew Lloyd Webber 

 

AoS4: Jazz 

 Ragtime 
 Dixieland 
 Early jazz 
 Big band (including swing) 
 Be-bop 

 

AoS5: Into the Twentieth 
Century 1895-1935 
(Impressionism, expressionism 
and neo-classicism) 

 Two compulsory set works: 
Poulenc: Trio for oboe, bassoon and piano, 
Movement II 

 
Debussy: Three Nocturnes, number 1, Nuages 

AoS6: Into the Twenty-first 
Century (1980 to present) 
 
A study of European composers 
 
 

 Two compulsory set works: 
Thomas Adès: Asyla, Movement 3 Ecstasio 
 
Sally Beamish: String Quartet No. 2 (Opus 
California) Movements 1 (Boardwalk) and 4 
(Natural Bridges) 



 

 

1. Performing / realising music (30% of AS level; 25%-35% of A level) 

 This is externally assessed.  WJEC examiners visit centres; all other awarding bodies 
expect centres to submit entire unedited audio / audio visual recordings.   

 In all cases, the ‘recital’ must be performed in one recording session, where pieces 
follow on from each other without a gap.   

 All performances must take place between March and May of the examination year.   
 Some awarding bodies (OCR and WJEC) include the option at A level to specialise in 

either performing or composing, offering candidates the choice of 25% or 35% for 
each component.   The AQA A level qualification awards a fixed 35% for performance 
and 25% for composition, whereas for the Edexcel specification, these two 
components are both fixed at 30%.  This balance / choice will likely be a consideration 
when choosing a specification, based upon the strengths of the candidates.   

 The minimum duration for the recital pieces presented by a candidate is 6 minutes at 
AS level and 8 minutes at A level, except in the OCR and WJEC specification for A level 
where a candidates have opted for the composing specialism (performing 25%).  In 
these cases the minimum required duration is 6 minutes at A level (25%), or 10 
minutes if offering a performing specialism (35%). 

 Edexcel state that, for their qualification, if the total recital is less than the minimum 
requirement of 6 minutes, zero marks will be awarded.  It is unclear whether there is 
such a penalty for the other awarding bodies.   

 The teacher and at least one other person must be present at the ‘public’ performance/ 
recital, but this does not have to take place in school. However, it does have to be 
continuous, so if multiple pieces are performed, these must follow on from each other.  
In other words, performances from different times cannot be made to make the 
performance up to the minimum time.  

 Edexcel state that gaps and tuning time do not count in the total duration. Additionally, 
they state that sections of the music where the student is ‘not performing’ do not count 
in the six minutes.  

 The number of pieces required varies between the awarding bodies..  Performances do 
not have to be on the same instrument and can be a combination of ensemble / solo / 
improvised / realised on technology if more than one piece is submitted.   

 WJEC do not have an option for performances realised through music technology.   
 Awarding bodies do not specify whether solo or ensemble required – the candidate can 

choose.   
 WJEC allows performance of a candidate’s own composition to count towards the 

performance component.  Other awarding organisations do not.   
 There is variation in whether the awarding organisations expect some of the chosen 

repertoire to link to the areas of study.  WJEC expect this.   
 Each awarding body makes marking provision for levels of difficulty of the repertoire 

presented and marks are awarded /adjusted accordingly. . The WJEC specification 
points out their expectations: 

o AS level – ‘standard’ is grade 5  
o A level grades 5 to 8, where grade 6 is standard. 

It is assumed that other awarding bodies will be in line with this.   
 Supporting documentation must be submitted in the form of a score, lead sheet, chord 

chart, annotation, guide recording etc. The requirements slightly vary between the 
awarding bodies.  

  



 

 

 
Performance requirements – an overview 

 AQA 
AS minimum 6 mins 

A level minimim 10 mins 

Edexcel 
AS minimum 6 mins 
A level min 8 mins 

OCR 
AS minimum 6 mins 

A level – 6 mins (25%)  
or 10 mins (35%) 

WJEC  Eduqas 
AS mimimum 6 mins 

A level – 6 mins (25%) 
Or 10 mins (35%) 

 
Requirements Any combination of: 

 Instrumental / 
vocal – as a soloist 
or as part of an 
ensemble 

 Production – via 
music technology 

Minimum of 1 pieces: 
Solo or ensemble.  
Technology is included as 
an option.   
 
If ensemble, points in the 
music where the 
candidate is not playing 
(e.g. extended rests) do 
not count in the total time. 

Minimum 2 contrasting 
pieces  
Solo, ensemble, 
accompanying or realising 
using music technology 
including a live element. 
 
 
 
 

AS and A level 25% - Min 
2 pieces: Solo, ensemble 
or both.   
 
A level 35% - Minimum 
3 pieces 
 
Performance is externally 
assessed live by a visiting 
examiner.   
 
There is no mention of music 
technology as a performance 
option.   

Max. 
suggested 
duration 

8 minutes (AS) 
12 minutes (A level) 

Guided max duration: 
10 mins (AS)  
 12 mins (A level)  

Suggested 9 minutes (AS 
level).  

8 minutes (AS) 
8 mins (25%) 12 mins 
35%) 

Link to AoS? No No  Only if the candidate 
chooses 

One piece must reflect the 
musical characteristics of 
one area of study for AS 
and 25% A level option.   
 
For A level 35% option,  at 
least two pieces must 
represent the 
characteristics of two 
different areas of study.   



 

 

Marks 
awarded for: 

- Ambition of the 
project (5) 

- Technical control (15) 
- Expressive control 

(15) 
- Performance or 

production quality 
(15) 

-  
-  
- “Through their 

performance students 
must also demonstrate 
understanding of context 
including, the chosen 
style or genre of the 
music being performed 
and the composer’s 
purpose and intention”. 

- difficulty  
- technical control –  

(technique) 
- technical control - 

(accuracy) and 
expressive control 
(fluency) 

- expressive control, 
style and context 

 
 
 

- knowledge and 
coherence 

- technical control 
- interpretation and 

communication 
- understanding of style 

and context 
marks are awarded for 
written or verbal 
description of the music: 
 -AS 15 out of 75 marks 
-A level - 
 15 out of 75 (25% 

option   
 15 out of 105 (35% 

option)  

 accuracy of pitch and 
rhythm 

 fluency of performance 
 the use of appropriate 

tempo 
 technical control 

including good 
technique, intonation, 
projection and tone 

 quality 
 understanding of style 

and context 
 expression and 

appropriate 
interpretation 

 effective use of 
dynamics 

 sensitive balance of 
phrasing 

 empathy (with 
accompanist and in 
ensemble playing) 

Weighting 
within overall 
A –level  
(at AS level 
this is 30%, 
fixed by 
Ofqual) 
 

A level – 35%  At A level, candidates can 
choose either: 
Performing (35%) + 
Composing (25%) 
OR 
Performing (25%) + 
Composing (35%) 

At A level, candidates can 
choose either: 
Performing (35%) + 
Composing (25%) 
OR 
Performing (25%) + 
Composing (35%) 



 

 

2. Composing music (30% of AS level; 25-35% of A level) 
 

 This component is externally assessed. 
 In line with Ofqual requirements, a minimum of two pieces must be composed.   

o One piece must be to respond to a brief set by the awarding body.  The 
awarding body must provide a choice of briefs. 

o One piece must be left to the free choice of the candidate. 
 Where a composing specialism is selected (OCR and WJEC offer a 35% option at A-

level), there are specific additional requirements.   
 Briefs will be released by awarding bodies in September, at the beginning of the school 

year in which the course will be completed.  Release dates vary slightly.   
 In line with Ofqual requirements, each of the awarding bodies has set a minimum time 

duration of 4 minutes and 30 seconds (AS) and between 6 and 10 minutes (A level) for 
the combined total length of the compositions, depending upon the weighting (25-35% 
of total marks.  Some awarding bodies have also set a maximum duration either as a 
guideline or as an expectation.    

 Edexcel state that, for their qualification, if the total combined length of the 
compositions is less than the minimum requirement, zero marks will be awarded.  It is 
unclear whether there is such a penalty for the other awarding bodies.   

 All awarding bodies expect a recording/realisation of the pieces to be submitted.  
These do not need to be performed by the candidate and they are not marked for the 
quality of the performance, only the quality of the composition.  

 AQA awards marks for awareness of the composing process.  All of the others award 
marks only for the final composition.  

 A score or chord sheet is required, although there is variation to the extend through 
which this is reflected in the mark awarded.   

 There is variation in the level of teacher supervision required and the conditions under 
which this work is completed.   

 Some composing briefs set by awarding bodies link explicitly to areas of study.   
 The briefs set by students need to be submitted with the recordings.  Most of the 

awarding bodies ask for the occasion and audience to be defined, as well as ‘other 
musical details’.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Overview of composing requirements  
  Marks awarded for: Notes of the briefs Other requirements / 

points worthy of noting 
AQA AS 
level 
 
 
AQA A 
level 
 
 

For both AS and A 
level: 
 
two compositions  
in total 
 
1. brief set by 
awarding 
organisation 
 
2. brief set by the 
candidate 

 
 

Both compositions 
are equally 
weighted. 

Holistic marking used, with 
marks awarded for: 
 

 Creativity, flair and 
imagination 

 Technical control 
 Style 
 Development 
 Quality of supporting 

written material 
 
Separate criteria are noted in 
relation to Bach Chorales 
(AoS1) 

 
A written composition log 
must be submitted in relation 
to composition 1.  This must 
be include a minimum of 
three entries.  5 marks out of 
25 are awarded for this.   

One brief per AoS.  
 
Free compositions are not required 
to reference an area of study.   
 
For each composition, a notated 
score, lead sheet and/or written 
account must be provided.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Minimum total duration of 
both compositions: 
 4.5 minutes (AS level) 
 4.5 minutes (A level) 
 
Maximum duration of both 
compositions: 
6 minutes (AS level) 
6 minutes (A level) 
 

Students must be able to 
compose music for one or 
both of the following:  

 instrumental/vocal: 
produce notated 
score, written 
accounts and/or lead 
sheet by traditional 
means or by using 
music software as 
appropriate  

 production: generated 
entirely digitally, by 
using music software, 
without notated score 
but with 
accompanying 
annotation. 

 



 

 

Edexcel 
AS level 
 

Two compositions  in 
total 

 
1. brief set by 
candidate 
 
2. brief set by 
Edexcel 

 
Both compositions are 
equally weighted as AS 
level. 

 Creating and developing 
musical ideas with: 

  coherence 
 expressive control 
 technical control 

 There will be a choice of 
briefs set by Edexcel 

 
 The briefs set by Edexcel 

will relate directly to the 
areas of study.  

Whilst students can work 
on compositions across the 
entire final year of the 
course, they must also work 
on their compositions under 
controlled conditions for at 
least two hours per 
composition, plus the final 
write up and recording of 
their compositions,  

Edexcel 
A level 

Two compositions in 
total: 
1) Free choice 
composition (40 
marks). This can 
respond to a brief set 
by Edexcel and relating 
to the areas of study if 
the candidate wishes  
(minimum duration 4 
minutes) 
 

Free choice compositions 
awarded marks for: 
 Creating and developing 

musical ideas with: 
  coherence 
 expressive control 
 technical control 

 

 The free composition and 
score must be completed 
under teacher supervision 
(without guidance) but can 
be done at any time during 
the final year of the course.   

 
 
 
 
 

Both compositions must 
have a combined minimum 
duration of 6 minutes. If less 
than this, no marks will be 
awarded.   
 
 

2) Brief assessing 
technique (20 marks) – 
one of the following: 

- Bach chorale 
- 2-part 

counterpoint 
- Arrangement 
- Remix 

Minimum duration 1 
minute 
 

Marks are awarded for  
- creating and developing 
musical ideas with technical 
control 

 This is completed under 
controlled conditions over a 
time of 4-6 hours, including 
the development of the 
composition, recording and 
final write-up.  This does not 
have to be in one block of 
time but the candidates may 
not have access to their 
work between sessions.   



 

 

OCR 
AS level  

Two compositions  
in total 
 
1. brief set by 
awarding 
organisation (35 
marks) 
 
2. brief set by the 
candidate (40 
marks) 

Learners are assessed on: 
 effectiveness of the learner 

set brief in 
 generating ideas 
 response to brief and ideas 

 
 compositional techniques 
 communication 

 The composition to a brief set by 
OCR will be linked to an area of 
study. 

 The free choice composition will 
be for the candidate’s instrument 

 There is no mention of these being 
completed under teacher 
supervision.  

 

Recording of composition, 
accompanying score, lead sheet 
or written account of composition 
is required.  
learner set brief  must be 
submitted 

OCR 
A level 

two compositions  
compulsory (25%): 
 
1. brief set by 
awarding 
organisation (35 
marks) 
 
2. brief set by the 
candidate (40 
marks) 

 

Learners are assessed on: 
 -effectiveness of the learner 

set brief in 
 generating ideas for 

composition 2 
 response to brief and ideas  
 compositional techniques 
 communication 

 The composition to a brief set by 
OCR will be linked to an area of 
study. 

 The free choice composition will 
be for the candidate’s instrument 

 There is no mention of these being 
completed under teacher 
supervision.  

 Recording of composition, 
accompanying score, lead sheet or 
written account of composition 

 Learner set brief   must 
 be submitted 

If the 25% option is chosen, the 
combined minimum duration for 
these two compositions is 4 
minutes. 

 Composing 
specialism work 
(additional 30 
marks) 
 

Composition of three short 
pieces (max 40 seconds 
each) using compositional 
techniques from one of the 
following as found in one 
chosen Area of Study (AoS): 

  

 

 
Learners are assessed on: 

 Language 
 Technique 
 Compositional coherence 

 
Example 1 
 
Pitch organisation – e.g. Modes, 
use of harmony and tonality in 
instrumental Jazz (AoS 3). 
Serialism (AoS6) 

Candidates must submit: 
 recording of composition 

exercises 
 accompanying score, lead sheet or 

written account of composition 
 
 
 
Example 2 

Rhythms and Metre –e.g. minimalism 
(AoS 6)  

 

If this composing specialist option 
is chosen, the combined minimum 
duration is 8 minutes across the 
whole composition portfolio.   
 
 
 
Example 3 
 
Textures – e.g. Fugue (AoS 1) 
Song accompaniment (AoS 2) 
Fugue and Counterpoint (AoS 
4).   
 
 
 



 

 

WJEC 
Eduqas 

 
AS level 

and A 
level 
25% 

option 

Two compositions in total 

1. Reflecting the 
musical 
techniques and 
conventions 
associated with 
the Western 
Classical 
Tradition and be 
in response to a 
brief set by WJEC.  
 

2. Free choice, brief 
set by the 
candidate. 

 
creating musical ideas 
including: 

 construction of initial 
ideas 

 presentation of ideas 
ideas which respond to 
the given/chosen brief  
 

developing musical ideas 
including:  

 thematic material  
 use of compositional 

techniques  
 combination of musical 

elements to provide a 
coherent result  

 
technical and expressive 
control of the musical 
elements including:  

 instruments and music 
technology 

 communication.  
 

 
 
 
There will be a choice of four briefs for 
composition 1 set by WJEC and 
released at the beginning of September 
in the academic year of the 
examination.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
All secondary source 
materials, such as musical 
quotes or pre-composed 
samples, must be clearly 
acknowledged and any work 
which is not entirely that of 
the learner must be identified.  
 
Candidates must submit: 
 
 a score or a detailed written 

description of the 
composition accompanied by 
an outline of the melody and 
chords used. 
 

  a non-assessed composition 
log for each composition, 
outlining the process of 
development and 
refinement, which must be 
countersigned by the teacher 
to authenticate the process.  
Marks are not awarded for 
this aspect but it must be 
submitted.   

  
 
Marks awarded are equally 
weighted between the 
different compositions.  

WJEC 
Eduqas 
A level 

35% 
option 

Three compositions are 
required: 

1. Reflecting the 
musical techniques 
and conventions 
associated with the 
Western Classical 
Tradition and be in 
response to a brief 
set by WJEC.  

2. Reflecting the 
characteristics of a 
different area of 
study, brief set by 
the candidate.  

3. Free choice 
composition, brief 
set by the candidate 



 

 

Listening / understanding / appraising (40% of marks) 
 

 Each of the awarding bodies has a slightly different title for this section of the AS and A 
level component.  It is the component in which a final examination will be taken at the 
end of the one (or two) year (AS) or two-year (A level) course.   

 
 These examinations aim to show evidence of two of the assessment objectives set by 

the DfE: 
 

 AO3  Demonstrate and apply musical knowledge  10% 

 AO4  Use appraising skills to make evaluative and 
critical judgements about music 

 30% 

 
 Whilst it is not a requirement that these assessment objectives are tested through a 

terminal examination, there is an Ofqual requirement that an examination worth 40% 
of the total marks for each qualification is taken by an ‘examined component’ and 
therefore all of the awarding bodies have chosen to organise their qualification in this 
way.   

 
 On the current draft specifications, the length of the examinations vary between the 

awarding bodies.   
o At AS level this varies between 1hr 30 mins and 2 hours.   
o At A level this varies between 2 hours and 2hr 30 mins.   

 
 In line with another Ofqual requirements, this examination must include some 

examples of music which have not been studied as set works. 
 

 Some awarding bodies offer a choice of some of the questions, depending upon the 
areas of study chosen.   

 
 Some awarding bodies provide individual recordings for some aspects of the listening 

examinations so that candidates can choose the amount of times they hear extracts of 
music.   

 
 The subject content is defined by the Department for Education. The expectations for 

knowledge and understanding of ‘musical elements and their interdependence, 
musical contexts and musical language’ are defined below.   

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
DfE defined subject content for AS and A level 
 Description AS level A level – additionally: 

Musical elements 
and their 
interdependence 

Organisation of pitch 
(melodically and harmonically 
including: 

Harmonic change, cadences e.g. 
interrupted and melodic and harmonic 
devices 

Complex chord progressions, e.g. the use 
of the secondary dominant, and melodic 
devices 

Tonality including: How keys are related to each other, e.g. 
Circle of Fifths 

Complex and remote key relationships, 
e.g. enharmonic 

Structure organisation of 
musical material including: 

Complex structures, e.g. sonata form Increasingly complex structures, e.g. 
fugue and through-composed 

Sonority including: Combinations of vocal timbres and 
instrumental techniques, e.g. con sordino 

Further combinations of vocal timbres 
and instrumental techniques, e.g. sul 
ponticelli 

Texture including: Complex combinations of musical lines 
(parts) e.g. homophony and polyphony 

More complex applications of these, e.g. 
fugue 

Tempo, metre and rhythm 
how music is organised in time 
including: 

Metrical and rhythmic devices, e.g. 
changing metres and syncopation 

Complex metrical and rhythmic devices 
e.g. additive rhythm and polyrhythms 

Dynamics use of dynamics 
including: 

Expressive devices, e.g. contrast and 
extended ranges 

Refined control of dynamics and extreme 
ranges 

Musical contexts 

The effect and purpose and intention (e.g. of the composer, performer, commissioner) on how music is created, 
developed and performed in different historical, social and cultural contexts 
The effect of audience, time and place (e.g. venue, occasion) on how music is created, developed and performed in 
different historical, social and cultural contexts 
How music from different historical, social and cultural contexts has changed over time 

Musical language 

Reading and writing staff 
notation including: 

Rhythmic notation in compound time 
and key signatures to 5 sharps and 5 flats 

All key signatures and irregular time 
signatures 

Chords and associated chord 
symbols including: 

Standard harmonic progressions, e.g. 
chord inversions and dominant 7th 
chords 

Extended chords, e.g. secondary 7ths and 
9ths 

Musical vocabulary and 
terminology related to the 
Areas of Study including: 

Recognition and use of appropriate 
musical vocabulary and terminology, e.g. 
glissando, repetition and conjunct 

Recognition of sophisticated terminology 
e.g. portamento, and ascending minor 
scale 



 

 

Listening/ appraising / understanding examination – 40% of total marks 
 

 Total 
duration 

Total 
marks 

available 

Overview Description Additional points 

AQA  
AS level 

2 hours? 96 marks 
 

(note 
that on 
page 28 
it states 
that it is 
marked 

out of 
120) 

Section A – listening (49 marks) 
Students will be assessed on their 
ability to analyse and evaluate the 
music heard in the exam and 
demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of musical elements 
and musical language to make critical 
judgements. 
 
 

Students must answer two sets of 
questions: 
 one set of questions on Area of study 1: 

Western classical tradition 1650–1910 
one of which will require aural dictation 

 one set of questions from a choice of six 
options covering Area of study 2–7. 

 Each set of questions will contain four 
excerpts of unfamiliar music for each 
area of study. 

One question in each set will be an 
extended answer and require students to 
use knowledge of appropriate music 
elements and musical language to make 
critical judgements relating to the context 
of the artists/composers work in the area 
of study. 

The paper will instruct the 
student to spend a 
suggested amount of time 
on each question, however 
students will be able to 
access their own excerpts 
relevant to their options 
digitally and control how 
many times they hear each 
excerpt in order to answer 
the question. 

Section B – Analysis (17 marks) 
Students will be assessed on their 
ability to analyse and evaluate the 
music heard and demonstrate 
knowledge and understanding of 
musical elements and musical 
language to make critical judgements 

Students must answer one set of linked 
questions, including short answer and 
extended writing, on one extract of the set 
works from the two selected strands in 
AoS1.  The question paper will include 
scores of the extract.   

 

Section C – Essay (30 marks) 
Students will be assessed on their 
critical understanding across the 
genres, styles and traditions studied 
and their ability to show sophisticated 
connections between the music and 
its context. 

Students will be required to answer one 
essay question on one area of study from a 
choice of Areas of study 2–7. 

Students will need to 
demonstrate their 
knowledge and 
understanding of two of the 
named artists/ composers 
and at least two published 
or recorded works. 



 

 

AQA 
A level 

2 hours 120 
marks 

Section A – listening (56 marks) 
Students will be assessed on their 
ability to analyse and evaluate the 
music heard in the exam and 
demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of musical elements 
and musical language to make critical 
judgements. 
 

Students must answer three sets of 
questions: 
 one set of questions on Area of study 1: 

Western classical tradition 1650–1910, 
one of which will require aural dictation 

 two set of questions from a choice of six 
options covering Area of study 2–7. 

Each set of questions will contain three 
excerpts of unfamiliar music for each area 
of study. 

 
One question in each set will be an 
extended answer and require students to 
use knowledge of appropriate music 
elements and musical language to make 
critical judgements relating to the context 
of the artists/composers work in the area 
of study. 

 The paper will instruct the 
student to spend a 
suggested amount of time 
on each question, however 
students will be able to 
access their own excerpts 
relevant to their options 
digitally and control how 
many times they hear each 
excerpt in order to answer 
the question. 

Section B – Analysis (34 marks) 
Students will be assessed on their 
ability to analyse and evaluate the 
music heard and demonstrate 
knowledge and understanding of 
musical elements and musical 
language to make critical judgements 

Students must answer two sets of linked 
questions, including short answer and 
extended writing, on two extracts of the 
set works from the two selected strands in 
AoS1.  The question paper will include 
scores of the extract.   

 

Section C – Essay (30 marks) 
Students will be assessed on their 
critical understanding across the 
genres, styles and traditions studied 
and their ability to show sophisticated 
connections between the music and 
its context. 
 

Students will be required to answer one 
essay question on one area of study from a 
choice of Areas of study 2–7. 

Students will need to 
demonstrate their 
knowledge and 
understanding of three of 
the named artists/ 
composers and at least two 
published or recorded 
works. 

 
 
 



 

 

 Total 
duration 

Total 
marks 

available 

Overview Description Additional points 

Edexcel 
AS level 

1hr 30 
mins 

80 marks Section A  (50 marks in 
total) 
 identify aural the key 

musical features of some 
of the set works, placing 
them in context of area of 
study. 

 express and justify 
opinions on set work 
extracts.  

 - complete short musical 
dictation and staff 
notation questions 
 

Four questions in total 
 Three questions based 

upon the set works 
 short answers, multiple 

choice questions 
 pitch and rhythm dictation 
 aural listening questions 

based on skeleton scores of 
set works.   
 

 One question based on 
dictation 

 

Section B – two essays (50 
marks in total).   
Essay 1 (20 marks) 
Essay 2 (30 marks) 

Essay 1 - based on an 
unfamiliar work related to one 
of the set works and not taken 
from any of the wider listening 
pieces. The purpose of this 
question is for candidates to 
draw links from their study of 
the set works to the music 
heard as an unfamiliar extract. 
Audio will be provided for this 
question. No skeleton score 
will be provided for this 
question. 
 

Essay 2 - one essay from a choice 
of three options, each from a 
different area of study. This 
question will ask students to 
evaluate music with reference to 
three music elements, such as 
melody, structure and texture. 
No audio will be provided for 
this question. A full score will be 
provided. 

Exexcel 
(A 
level) 

2 hours 
 

100 marks Section A (50 marks in total) 
 
 identify aurally the key 

Four questions in total 
 Three questions based 

upon the set works 

 



 

 

musical features of some 
of the set works, placing 
them in context of area of 
study. 

 express and justify 
opinions on set work 
extracts.  

 complete short musical 
dictation and staff 
notation questions 

 short answers, multiple 
choice questions 

 pitch and rhythm 
dictation 

 aural listening 
questions based on 
skeleton scores of set 
works.   

 
 One question based on 

dictation 
Section B – two essays (50 
marks in total).   
Essay 1 (20 marks) 
Essay 2 (30 marks) 

Essay 1 - based on an 
unfamiliar work related to one 
of the set works and not taken 
from any of the wider listening 
pieces. The purpose of this 
question is for candidates to 
draw links from their study of 
the set works to the music 
heard as an unfamiliar extract. 
Audio will be provided for this 
question. No skeleton score 
will be provided for this 
question. 

Essay 2 - one essay from a choice 
of three options, each from a 
different area of study. This 
question will ask students to 
evaluate music with reference to 
three music elements, such as 
melody, structure and texture. 
No audio will be provided for 
this question. A full score will be 
provided. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 Total 
duration 

Total marks 
available 

Overview Description Additional points 

OCR A 
level 

2 hours 100 marks Section A (40 marks in total) 
Areas of study 1 and 2 
Learners must answer all 
questions.  These are based on 
aural extracts of unfamiliar works.   

Question types: 
 multiple choice 
 short answer 
 melodic / bass / rhythmic 

dictation 

Learners will be provided with individual 
CD/ audio recordings containing 
music extracts which they may play as 
many times as they wish, together with an 
insert of any relevant scores, lead sheets 
etc. Centres will be provided with one CD/ 
audio recording per learner. 

Section B (40 marks in total) 
Areas of study 1 and 2 
Learners must answer all 
questions.  These are based on 
aural extracts from prescribed 
works.   
 

Four 10 mark questions including 
analysis, comparison of aural 
extracts, and testing understanding 
of musical background / context.  
There is a requirement for learners 
to have carried out wider listening 
based upon areas of study.   

Section C (20 marks in total) 
Learners must answer one essay 
questions based upon an area of 
study from AoS3, 4, 5 and 6.   
 

There will be a choice of four 
questions.  

No aural extracts are provided for this 
section.   
 

OCR A 
level 

2hr 30 mins 120 marks Section A (30 marks in total) 
Areas of study 1 and 2 
Learners must answer all 
questions.  These are based on 
aural extracts of unfamiliar works.   

Question types: 
 multiple choice 
 short answer 
 melodic / bass 
 rhythmic dictation 

Learners will be provided with individual 
CD/ audio recordings containing 
music extracts which they may play as 
many times as they wish, together with an 
insert of any relevant scores, lead sheets 
etc. Centres will be provided with one CD/ 
audio recording per learner. 

Section B (40 marks in total) 
Areas of study 1 and 2 
Learners must answer all 
questions.  These are based on 
aural extracts from prescribed 
works.   
 

Four 10 mark questions including 
analysis, comparison of aural 
extracts, and testing understanding 
of musical background / context.  
There is a requirement for learners 
to have carried out wider listening 
based upon areas of study.   

Section C (50 marks in total) 
Learners must answer two essay 
questions based upon different 
areas of study from AoS3, 4, 5 and 
6.   

Choice of two questions for each area 
of study.  Each essay worth 25 
marks.   

No aural extracts are provided for this 
section.   
 

 
 



 

 

 Total 
duration 

Total marks 
available 

Overview Description 

WJEC 
Eduqas  
 
AS level  

1hr 30 mins 88 marks Section A (48 marks) 
Four questions, assessment of 
areas of study A.   
 
 

 An analysis question on movement 1 or 2 of the set works 
 An aural perception question on an unprepared extract of a symphony with 

reference to a score 
 An aural perception question on an unprepared extract with a skeleton score 

provided 
 A comparison of two symphonic extracts demonstrating understanding of the 

period. 
Section B – choice of Area of 
study 2, 3 or 4 (40 marks) 
 
 

 Two questions, one on each of two unprepared extracts 
 A question assessing understanding of the wider context of the area of study 

WJEC 
Eduqas  
 
A level 

2hr 15 mins 100 marks Section A (48 marks) 
Three questions, assessment of 
areas of study 1 (The Symphony) 
 
 

 A question on an unprepared extract with a skeleton score provided.  
 A detailed analysis question on a choice of either Symphony No. 104 in D 

major, 'London' by Haydn, or Symphony No. 4 in A major, 'Italian' by 
Mendelssohn.  

 
 An essay-based question which assesses knowledge of the development of the 

symphony in relation to both set symphonies and to the wider social, cultural 
and historical context.  

Section B – choice of Area of 
study 2, 3 or 4 (40 marks) 
Two questions, candidates are 
expected to answer both.   
 

 One question on an unprepared musical extract 
A comparison question based upon two unprepared extracts assessing wider 
understanding of the area of study 

Section C (12 marks)  - 
candidates are expected to 
answer two questions.   
 

 An analysis question on one of the two set works from areas of study 5 and 6.    
 
 A question on an unprepared musical extract in which learners are required 

to: 
1. answer aural perception questions on the extract 
2. make compositional links between the music of the extract and one 

or more pieces they have studied during the course. 

 



 

 

Where to find further information 
 
 
 
Awarding 
body 

Website 
 

Draft specification location 

AQA 
AS level 

www.aqa.org.uk 

http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/music/specifications/AQA-7271-SP-2016-V0-
1.PDF 

AQA  
A level 

http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/music/specifications/AQA-7272-SP-2016-V0-
1.PDF 

Edexcel 
AS level 

www.qualifications.pearson.com 

http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Music/2016/Spec
ification%20and%20sample%20assessments/Specification_GCE_AS_level_L3_in_Mus
ic_May_2015_Draft_1_0_for_web.pdf 
 

Edexcel 
A level 

http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Music/2016/Spec
ification%20and%20sample%20assessments/Specification_GCE_A_level_L3_in_Musi
c_May_2015_Draft_1_0_for_web.pdf 

OCR  
AS level 

www.ocr.org.uk 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/219391-specification-draft-as-level-gce-music-
h143.pdf 
 

OCR  
A level 

http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/219397-specification-draft-a-level-gce-music-
h543.pdf 
 

WJEC 
Eduqas  
AS level 

www.eduqas.co.uk 

http://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/music/as/index.html 

WJEC 
Eduqas  
A level 

http://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/music/a-
level/WJEC%20Eduqas%20A%20level%20Music%20DRAFT%20Specification.pdf?l
anguage_id=1 

 

http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Music/2016/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/Specification_GCE_AS_level_L3_in_Music_May_2015_Draft_1_0_for_web.pdf
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Music/2016/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/Specification_GCE_AS_level_L3_in_Music_May_2015_Draft_1_0_for_web.pdf
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Music/2016/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/Specification_GCE_AS_level_L3_in_Music_May_2015_Draft_1_0_for_web.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/219391-specification-draft-as-level-gce-music-h143.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/219391-specification-draft-as-level-gce-music-h143.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/219397-specification-draft-a-level-gce-music-h543.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/219397-specification-draft-a-level-gce-music-h543.pdf

